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INTRODUCTION
This directory lists the companies (other than oil and gas producers) involved in mining, processing, and
manufacturing mineral products in Illinois. The maps (figs. 1-3) show the locations of non-fuel mineral
resource extraction sites.
Since the last mineral producer directory was published in 1992, company information has been updated,
new locations added and many closed locations eliminated. The use of location maps to show the
distribution of extraction sites has been expanded.
Information about the listed operations has been gathered from the U.S. Bureau of Mines, now the U.S.
Geological Survey; Illinois Manufacturer's Directory; Illinois Department of transportation (IDOT); Illinois
Office of Mines and Minerals; Keystone Coal Industry Manual; Illinois Association of Aggregate
Producers; and the staff of the Illinois State Geological Survey. We were unable to obtain the same level
of information for all operations.
Detailed information on crude oil and natural gas producers in Illinois can be found in Tri-state Oil Men's
Directory (Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky), published by the Illinois Oil and Gas Association, 1 3 Main St.,
Mount Vernon, IL 62864, and the Illinois State Geological Survey's Monthly Report of Oil and Gas Drilling
in Illinois.
To facilitate locating Illinois mineral producers, the directory lists them alphabetically by county, company,
and commodity.
The commodity list is organized first by commodity, then by county, and then by producers within each
county. Throughout the commodity list, the three-digit number following the county name is the county
number. Within the commodity list, the non-fuel extraction sites have three additional numbers that
follow the county numbers and serve as state-wide unique identification numbers. These numbers are
used in the listings for clay pits, construction sand and gravel pits, industrial sand quarries and pits, peat
pits, cement plants, limestone and dolomite stone quarries (plus one sandstone quarry), underground
stone mines, and tripoli quarries.
As stated above, the first three numbers are the county numbers, the fourth number identifies the type of
extraction site as follows:
= sand and gravel pits,
1 = industrial sand quarries or pits,
2 = limestone and dolomite stone quarries and underground mines (plus one sandstone quarry),
6 = clay pits,
8 = peat pits,
9 = tripoli quarries.
The last two numbers identify the location of the pit or quarry within each county. For example:
201 - 023
L 23 identifies the specific pit within the county
identifies the extracted material as sand and gravel
201 is the county number for Winnebago County
The above numbering system was established by, and is maintained by, the Illinois Department of
Transportation (IDOT) (Division of Highways, Bulletin 23, Sources and Producers ofAggregate for
Highway Construction in Illinois, revised November 1, 1997), the Illinois Office of Mines and Minerals, and
the Illinois State Geological Survey.
Because of the large number of relatively small extraction sites in Illinois, information in this report must
be considered subject to change and frequent revision. Some sites are active only sporadically and
operated with portable equipment.
The "rock units" line identifies geologic rock units mined in Illinois (table 1 ). It does not apply to mineral
processing or manufacturing plants. Knowledge of which rock units are being extracted provides an
indication of the variability of the material in the ground and the range of products that may be produced.
The "remarks" line gives the types of mineral products that may be available as well as other information.
For coal mines, "remarks" is replaced by "mine types". In the sand and gravel and stone sections, the
"remarks" line gives the construction aggregate products that may be available (IDOT, Bulletin 23, 1997).
For sand and gravel, this line contains a brief description of these products. If only "sand" or "sand and
gravel" is given, then specific products other than pit run material that may be available are not known.
For stone, this line may contain a series of letters, which refer to products (table 2) that may be available.
The terms "gravel" and "coarse aggregate" refer to materials that are too large to pass through a no. 4
mesh sieve (4.75-mm or 0.187-inch square openings). The terms "sand" and "fine aggregate" refer to
materials that are small enough to pass through no. 4 mesh sieve but are too large to pass through a no.
200 mesh sieve (0.075-mm or 0.0029-inch square openings). Various coarse (CA) and fine (FA)
construction aggregate products are defined according to their size in Standard Specifications for Road
and Bridge Construction, IDOT (Springfield, Illinois), adopted October 1, 1983. This book defines four
coarse and fine aggregate product groups according to their physical properties:
• Class A aggregate products are suitable for use in portland cement concrete(not all applications),
• Class B aggregate products are suitable for use in Class I interstate highway - quality bituminous
concrete paving and base courses,
• Class C aggregate products are suitable for use in lower-quality bituminous concrete paving and
base courses and seal and cover,
• Class D aggregate products are suitable for use in water-bound macadam surface materials, base
courses, shoulder fill, and other low-grade uses.
Information on product availability at each site is intended to be representative of what may be available
and does not guarantee what products are actually available or their quality.
Table 1 Stratigraphic units mined
Stratigraphic units are listed in order of increasing age. For the Quaternary System, the vertical listing of
stratigraphic names may be misleading because several of these were probably deposited at the same
time but in different places. For more information on these and other rock units that are not mined, refer





Cahokia Alluvium (may be partly Holocene)
Grayslake Peat (may be partly Holocene)


























Millersville Limestone Member (central and southern Illinois)
known as Livingston Limestone Member in eastern Illinois
known as La Salle Limestone Member in northern Illinois





Danville (No. 7) Coal Member
Herrin (No. 6) Coal Member
Briar Hill (No. 5A) Coal Member
Springfield (No. 5) Coal Member


































































Table 2 Limestone and dolomite products
A Class A — coarse-grain concrete aggregate
B Class A— fine-grain concrete aggregate
C Class B — coarse-grain bituminous aggregate
D Class B — fine-grain bituminous aggregate
E Class B — blend sand
F Class B — mineral fillers
G Class C — coarse and fine bituminous aggregate (either one or both)
H Class C — seal and cover
I Class D — base materials (type A)






P Dolomitic lime (dead-burned dolomite, high-magnesium lime)





V Desulfurization stone or lime
W Finely ground limestone or dolomite. Products may include mineral fillers, agstone, stone sand, rock
dust, feeding calcium, dairy barn powder, lawn and garden lime, limestock, and poultry grit.
X 1 Underground mine; adit
X2 Underground mine; incline
*Letters in the left column are used as codes in the "remarks" line in the stone section of the commodity list.
ILLINOIS MINERAL PRODUCERS, BY COUNTY
COUNTY COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE
ADAMS CENTRAL STONE CO.
HUBER ENGINEERED MINERALS
MILL CREEK SAND & GRAVEL

















LONE STAR INDUSTRIES, INC.
UNIMIN SPECIALTY MINERALS, INC.
BUEHNE SAND & GRAVEL, LTD.















BOONE CORDRAY BROTHERS, INC.
LEE, CHARLES & SON
MEYER MATERIAL CO.
ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL














CATTANI & SON GRAVEL CO.
MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL
QUALITY SAND & GRAVEL QUARRY
STARLINE CONSTRUCTION CO.
THE NEW JERSEY ZINC CO.
TRI-CON MATERIALS
VAN-PACKER CO.
























































MID-AMERICA SAND & GRAVEL
R& W GRAVEL CO.
URBAN SAND & GRAVEL CO.


















CLARK CLARK COUNTY, CO. SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS sand
LAWRENCE GRAVEL, INC. sand, gravel






COUNTY COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE









MATTOON SAND & GRAVEL
ACME STEEL CO.
AMERICAN FLY ASH CO.
BALL GLASS CONTAINERS
BLUFF CITY MATERIALS, INC.
CHICAGO FIRE BRICK CO.
CITCO CO.
CLARK OIL & REFINING CORP.
EARTH, INC.
GLOBE-AMERADA GLASS CO.
ILLINOIS SLAG & BALLAST CO.
ILLINOIS SMELTING & REFINING







PREMIER REFRACTORIES & CHEMICAL
REPUBLIC ENGINEERED STEEL, INC.
SILBRICO CORP.
UNITED STATES STEEL CORP.

























































CENTRAL IL PUBLIC SERVICE CO.
LAWRENCE GRAVEL, INC.
MARATHON OIL CO.
TURNER SAND & GRAVEL, INC.
UCAR CARBON CO., INC.




























U. S. INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL CO.
ELMHURST - CHICAGO STONE CO.









FAYETTE NORTH AMERICAN SAND & GRAVEL








FORD GIBSON MATERIALS CO.





COUNTY COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE
FULTON BSC HOLDING, INC.
CENTRAL ILLINOIS LIGHT CO.
DUCK CREEK SAND AND GRAVEL, INC.
OTTER CREEK SAND & GRAVEL
PAVING MATERIALS, INC.













GALLATIN COAL MINERS, INC.











GRUNDY MATERIAL SERVICE CORPORATION
NETTLE CREEK SAND







HANCOCK CENTRAL STONE CO.
GRAY QUARRIES, INC.













HARDIN AMERICAN MINERALS, INC.


























CENTRAL IL PUBLIC SERVICE CO.





































JOHNSON COLUMBIA QUARRY CO.



















COUNTY COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE
KANE EAST RIVERDALE GRAVEL CO.
ELMHURST - CHICAGO STONE CO.
FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
FOX RIVER STONE CO.
THE HAEGER POTTERIES, INC.
MATERIAL SERVICE CORPORATION
MEYER MATERIAL CO.
































KANKAKEE AZZARELLI CONSTRUCTION CO.
BEDROCK STONE






















KENDALL CENTRAL LIMESTONE CO.














KNOX BRIGGS PLUMBING, INC.





LAKE AMERICAN FLY ASH CO.
DAHL ENTERPRISES, INC.
DOETSCH BROTHERS CO.





SPRUCE LAKE SAND & GRAVEL





















LA SALLE GARROW, L. S., & SONS, INC.
ILLINOIS CEMENT CO.
KELLYCO, INC.
LONE STAR INDUSTRIES, INC.




PELTIER GLASS CO., THE
SHERIDAN SAND & GRAVEL
SPICER GRAVEL CO.
STARVED ROCK CLAY PRODUCTS, INC.
STREATOR BRICK SYSTEMS, INC.
TRI-CON MATERIALS
UNIMIN CORP., ILLINOIS DIV.

































COUNTY COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE
LASALLE UTICA STONE CO.
WEDRON SILICA CO.








































LIVINGSTON INDIAN CREEK MATERIALS
LIVINGSTON STONE CO.
PRAIRIE GROUP
STREATOR BRICK SYSTEMS, INC.














LOGAN BALL-INCON GLASS PACKAGING CORP.
GIVEN SAND & GRAVEL













Mcdonough CENTRAL STONE CO.
CITY OF MACOMB
FREEMAN UNITED COAL MINING CO.


















McHENRY BAKLEY, KENNETH, INC.
CARY GRAVEL, INC.
CORAL LAKE SAND & GRAVEL, INC.
D&ZTRANSFER, INC.
EAST RIVERDALE GRAVEL CO.
GAVER'S ASPHALT PAVING AND EXC.
GLACIER LAKES SAND AND GRAVEL




PETERSON SAND & GRAVEL CO.
RELIABLE SAND & GRAVEL















































McLEAN ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.
STARK EXCAVATING







MACON DECATUR SAND & GRAVEL









COUNTY COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE













BLUFF CITY MINERALS CO.




INTERNATIONAL MILL SERVICE CO.
LIMITED LEASING
LIPPOLD CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
LOHR, C. M., INC.
MUNIE TRUCKING & GRAVEL CO.
QUALITY SAND CO.
RICHARDS BRICK CO.




































































MONROE COLUMBIA QUARRY CO.

















CENTRAL IL PUBLIC SERVICE CO.
WELSH'S GRAVEL PIT






ROCHELLE STONE & ASPHALT CO.
ROCK CUT QUARRIES
ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
ROGERS READY-MIX & MATERIALS, INC.
SHEELY AGGREGATES
UNIMIN CORP., ILLINOIS DIV.
WOOSUNG QUARRY PROD.
fly ash






























COUNTY COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE
PEORIA ARCHER DANIELS MIDLAND CO.
CENTRAL ILLINOIS LIGHT CO.
GALENA ROAD GRAVEL, INC.
ILLINOIS VALLEY GLASS & MIRROR CO.
INTERNATIONAL MILL SERVICE CO.
KICKAPOO SAND & GRAVEL CO.
LONG ROCK STONE CO.
RIVERSIDE MATERIALS, INC.






























PIKE CALLENDER, V.H., CONSTRUCTION CO.
CENTRAL STONE CO.



























PUTNAM LTV STEEL CO., INC.
STARVED ROCK CLAY PRODUCTS,








RANDOLPH AMERICAN FLY ASH CO.
MARTIN MARIETTA AGGREGATES
MIDLAND TERMINAL CO.
OLD BEN COAL CO.




















ST. CLAIR BIG RIVER ZINC
CASPER-STOLLE QUARRY
COLUMBIA QUARRY CO.
FALLING SPRINGS QUARRY CO.
HARCO PIGMENTS, INC.













SALINE ARCLAR COAL CO.








SANGAMON BUCKHART SAND & GRAVEL
BUILDERS SAND & GRAVEL
CLEAR LAKE SAND & GRAVEL
SANGAMON VALLEY SAND & GRAVEL
SOLOMON GRIND-CHEM SERVICE, INC.













SCHUYLER TRIAD MINING, INC. coal 27
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COUNTY COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE
SCOTT ALSEY REFRACTORIES CO.










IOLA QUARRY COMPANY, INC.
PROSSER, G. W., CO.
CONMAT, INC.
COX, R. E., CONSTRUCTION, INC.
ECONOMY EXCAVATING CO.
LOBDELL SAND AND GRAVEL



























AMERICAN FLY ASH CO.
CENTRAL ILLINOIS LIGHT CO.
CORNICK CONCRETE PRODUCTS
CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.









PERRYSVILLE ROAD SAND & GRAVEL
























































WHITESIDE ALLIANCE MATERIALS, INC.
BUTLER, FRANK, CO.



























ELMHURST - CHICAGO STONE CO.
















COUNTY COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE





















WILLIAMSON OXFORD SAND AND GRAVEL





WINNEBAGO BAUCH QUARRY PRODUCTS
ELMHURST - CHICAGO STONE CO.
GREGORY-ANDERSON
KELLEY SAND & GRAVEL




ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
ROGERS MATERIALS SERVICES
ROGERS READY-MIX & MATERIALS, INC.
ROSCOE SAND & GRAVEL
TRUMAN, ED, CO.





























WOODFORD AMIGONI CONSTRUCTION CO.
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS CO.
CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
EUREKA SAND & GRAVEL
PEORIA CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION CO.














ILLINOIS MINERAL PRODUCERS, BY COMPANY
COMPANY PRODUCT COUNTY
A
ACME STEEL CO. coke, raw iron/steel COOK
ADDLEMAN SAND CO. blend sand HENDERSON
ARCHER DANIELS MIDLAND CO. fly ash PEORIA
ALLEN GRAVEL sand, gravel KANE
ALLENDALE GRAVEL CO. sand, gravel LAWRENCE
ALLIANCE MATERIALS, INC. sand, gravel, stone WHITESIDE
ALSEY REFRACTORIES CO. firebrick SCOTT
AMAX COAL CO. coal WABASH
AMERICAN COLLOID clay products PULASKI
AMERICAN FLY ASH CO. fly ash, slag CHRISTIAN, COOK, LAKE, RANDOLPH,
TAZEWELL, WILL
AMERICAN MINERALS, INC. barite HARDIN
AMIGONI CONSTRUCTION CO. sand, gravel, backfill MARSHALL, WOODFORD
ANNA QUARRIES, INC. stone UNION
ARCH OF ILLINOIS, INC. coal PERRY
ARCHER DANIELS MIDLAND CO. fly ash PEORIA
ARCLAR COAL CO. coal SALINE
ARNOLDS SAND CO. sand MARION
AZZARELLI CONSTRUCTION CO. sand, gravel KANKAKEE
B
BAKLEY CONSTRUCTION CORP. sand, gravel KANE
BAKLEY, KENNETH, INC. sand, gravel McHENRY
BALL GLASS CONTAINERS glass products COOK
BALL-INCON GLASS PACKAGING CORP. glass products LOGAN
BAUCH QUARRY PRODUCTS stone WINNEBAGO,
BEDROCK STONE stone KANKAKEE
BENESH, STEVE, & SONS sand, gravel, stone OGLE
BEVERLY GRAVEL, INC. sand, gravel KANE
BIG RIVER ZINC cadmium, zinc ST CLAIR
BLUFF CITY MATERIALS, INC. dredge sand, stone COOK
BLUFF CITY MINERALS CO. sand, stone MADISON
BOUGHTON MATERIALS sand, gravel, stone WILL
BRIGGS PLUMBING, INC. clay products KNOX
BROMBEREK'S FLAGSTONE CO. dolomite WILL
BRUSHY CREEK COAL CO. coal SALINE
BSC HOLDING, INC. trench backfill FULTON
BUCKHART SAND & GRAVEL sand, gravel SANGAMON
BUEHNE SAND & GRAVEL, LTD. sand, gravel BOND, CLINTON
BUILDERS SAND & GRAVEL sand, gravel SANGAMON, ROCK ISLAND
BUTLER, FRANK, CO. stone LEE, WHITESIDE
C
C. & H. GRAVEL CO. sand, gravel CUMBERLAND
C. J. MATERIALS CO. sand, gravel WHITESIDE
CALHOUN QUARRY stone CALHOUN, JERSEY
CALLENDER, V.H., CONSTRUCTION CO. sand, gravel, stone PIKE, SCOTT
CARY GRAVEL, INC. sand, gravel McHENRY
CASPER-STOLLE QUARRY stone ST CLAIR
CATERPILLAR AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS vermiculite DE KALB
CATLIN COAL CO. coal VERMILION
CATTANI & SON GRAVEL CO. sand, gravel BUREAU
CDT LANDFILL sand, gravel WILL
CENTRAL ILLINOIS LIGHT CO fly ash, slag FULTON, PEORIA, TAZEWELL
CENTRAL IL PUBLIC SERVICE CO. fly ash CRAWFORD, JACKSON, MONTGOMERY,
MORGAN
CENTRAL LIMESTONE CO. stone KENDALL
















stone JOHNSON, MONROE, ST. CLAIR, UNION
slag CHRISTIAN
stone KANE



















sand, gravel KANE, McHENRY
stone STEPHENSON
sand, gravel, stone DUPAGE, KANE, WILL, WINNEBAGO
sand, gravel WOODFORD






gravel, stone, sand KANE
coal Mcdonough, macoupin
sand, gravel PEORIA












CLARK COUNTY, CO. SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
CLARK OIL & REFINING CORP.
CLEAR LAKE SAND & GRAVEL
COAL MINERS, INC.
COLLINSON STONE CO.
COLONA SAND & EXCAVATING, INC.
COLUMBIA QUARRY CO.
COMMONWEALTH EDISON




CORAL LAKE SAND & GRAVEL, INC.
CORDRAY BROTHERS, INC.
CORNICK CONCRETE PRODUCTS
COX, R. E., CONSTRUCTION, INC.
CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
D&ZTRANSFER, INC.
DAHL ENTERPRISES, INC.






DUCK CREEK SAND AND GRAVEL, INC.
EAGLE CREEK QUARRIES CORP.
EARTH, INC.
EAST RIVERDALE GRAVEL CO.
ECONOMY EXCAVATING CO.
ELMHURST - CHICAGO STONE CO.
EUREKA SAND & GRAVEL
EVANS, DALE, EXCAVATING
FALLING SPRINGS QUARRY CO.
FARMDALE SAND & GRAVEL CO.
FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
FORRESTON CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
FOX RIDGE STONE CO.
FOX RIVER STONE CO.
FREEMAN UNITED COAL MINING CO.
GALENA ROAD GRAVEL, INC.
GARROW, L. S., & SONS, INC.












raw iron/steel, coke MADISON
glass containers MADISON
stone HANCOCK







































backfill, sand, gravel WLL
sand, gravel MASON
sand, gravel, stone DE KALB
GIVEN SAND & GRAVEL
GLACIER LAKES SAND AND GRAVEL
GLOBE-AMERADA GLASS CO.
GOLD BOND BUILDING PRODUCTS
GOLDEN CAT CORP.








H & H GRAVEL PIT
THE HAEGER POTTERIES, INC.













ILLINOIS SLAG & BALLAST CO.
ILLINOIS SMELTING & REFINING
ILLINOIS VALLEY GLASS & MIRROR CO.
INDIAN CREEK MATERIALS
INDIAN REFINING LIMITED
INTERNATIONAL MILL SERVICE CO.
INTERNATIONAL VERMICULITE CO.
IOLA QUARRY COMPANY, INC.
JACKSON COUNTY SAND CO.
JADER FUEL CO., INC.
JAN STONE ENTERPRISES, INC.
JOLIET SAND & GRAVEL
K
KELLEY SAND & GRAVEL
KELLYCO, INC.
KERR-McGEE COAL CORP.
KEYESPORT SAND & GRAVEL




LACEY & BAUER ROCK QUARRY
LAFARGE CORP.





LAWRENCE GRAVEL, INC. sand, gravel CLARK, CRAWFORD
LEE, CHARLES & SON stone BOONE
LIMITED LEASING sand, gravel MADISON
LINCOLN SAND & GRAVEL CO. sand LOGAN
LIPPOLD CONSTRUCTION CO., INC. stone MADISON
LIVINGSTON STONE CO. stone LIVINGSTON
LOBDELL SAND AND GRAVEL sand, gravel, stone STEPHENSON
LOHR, C. M., INC. stone MADISON
LONE STAR INDUSTRIES, INC. cement, tripoli ALEXANDER, LASALLE
LONG ROCK STONE CO. stone PEORIA
LTV STEEL CO., INC. coke, raw iron/steel COOK, PUTNAM
M
McCASLAND SAND CO. sand, backfill BOND
MACKLIN BROS., INC. stone, sand, gravel DE KALB, LEE, OGLE
MAGNUM MATERIALS sand, gravel LAWRENCE
MANITO INVESTMENT CO. sand MASON
MANLEY BROTHERS OF INDIANA, INC. glass, foundry, sand LA SALLE
MANVILLE PRODUCTS CORP. perlite WILL
MARATHON OIL CO. sulfur, petroleum refinery CRAWFORD
MARBLEHEAD LIME CO. lime COOK
MARKMAN PEAT CORP. peat WHITESIDE
MARSCO MFG. CO. glass products COOK
MARSEILLES BRICK CO. common & face brick LA SALLE
MARTIN MARIETTA AGGREGATES stone CHRISTIAN, HARDIN, RANDOLPH
MASSAC MATERIALS CORP. sand, gravel MASSAC, PULASKI
MATERIAL SERVICE CORPORATION sand, stone COOK, GRUNDY, KANE, LOGAN,
McHENRY, MENARD, MONTGOMERY,
VERMILION, WLL
MATTOON SAND & GRAVEL sand, gravel COLES
MENARD COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT. trench backfill sand MENARD
METRO EAST SAND & SUPPLY sand ST CLAIR
MEYER MATERIAL CO. sand, gravel BOONE, KANE, McHENRY
MID-AMERICA SAND & GRAVEL sand, gravel CHAMPAIGN
MIDLAND TERMINAL CO. stone RANDOLPH
MIDWEST AGGREGATES sand, gravel LAKE
MIDWEST MATERIAL CO. sand, gravel MARSHALL
MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL sand, gravel BUREAU
MILL CREEK SAND & GRAVEL sand ADAMS
MILLER MATERIALS, INC. sand, gravel TAZEWELL
MOBIL OIL CORP. petroleum, sulfur WILL
MOLINE CONSUMERS CO. sand, stone HENRY, LA SALLE, ROCK ISLAND,
WARREN
MONMOUTH STONE stone WARREN
MONTEREY COAL CO. coal MACOUPIN
MOSES, SAM sand PULASKI
MT. CARMEL SAND & GRAVEL sand, gravel LAWRENCE
MUNIE TRUCKING & GRAVEL CO. trench backfill sand MADISON
MYERS QUARRY CO. stone OGLE
N
NALL TRUCKING SERVICE blend sand MASON
NELSON QUARRY PRODUCTS stone CARROLL
NETTLE CREEK SAND sand GRUNDY
THE NEW JERSEY ZINC CO. zinc BUREAU
NOKOMIS QUARRY CO. stone MONTGOMERY
NORTH AMERICAN SAND & GRAVEL sand, gravel FAYETTE
NORTH CHICAGO REFINERY slag LAKE
NORTHERN ILLINOIS SERVICES CO. stone WINNEBAGO
NORTHWEST MATERIAL gravel COOK
NORTHWIND CONCRETE PRODUCTS sand, gravel WINNEBAGO
18
COMPANY PRODUCT COUNTY
OAKLEY SAND & GRAVEL sand, gravel MACON
OBERLANDER SAND CO. blend sand HENRY
O'DANIELS TRUCKING CO. sand WHITE
OLD BEN COAL CO. coal RANDOLPH
OLESUN, WAYNE stone WINNEBAGO
O'NEAL, R. L. & SONS stone HANCOCK
OREGON STONE, INC. stone CARROLL
ORTON QUARRY stone GREENE
OTTER CREEK SAND & GRAVEL sand, gravel FULTON
OTTO MACHINE CO. sand, gravel KENDALL
OWENS-BROCKWAY GLASS, INC. glass containers COOK, LA SALLE
OXFORD SAND AND GRAVEL sand WILLIAMSON
P
P & M SEWER & WATER, INC. gravel KANE
PALUMBO GROUP sand, gravel KANE
PAVING MATERIALS, INC. sand FULTON
PEABODY COAL CO. coal WASHINGTON
PEASE, JACK sand, gravel McHENRY
PELTIER GLASS CO, THE glassware, pressed ware LA SALLE
PEORIA BLACKTOP, INC. sand, gravel, backfill TAZEWELL
PEORIA CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION CO. sand, gravel WOODFORD
PERRYSVILLE ROAD SAND & GRAVEL trench backfill sand VERMILION
PETERSON SAND & GRAVEL CO. sand, gravel McHENRY
PICKARD, INC. clay products LAKE
PLIBROCO CO. refractory linings COOK
PLOTE, INC. sand, gravel KANE
POIGNANT, LEROY sand, gravel MARSHALL
PORTER BROTHERS, INC. stone WINNEBAGO
POWLEY SAND & GRAVEL CO. sand, gravel WOODFORD
PRAIRIE GROUP sand, gravel, stone IROQUOIS, KANE, KANKAKEE,
LIVINGSTON, WILL
PREMIER REFRACTORIES & CHEMICAL clay products COOK, KANE
THE PRINCE MFGCO. iron oxide pigments ADAMS
PROPHETER, BOB AGGREGATES stone LEE
PROSSER, G. W., CO. sand, gravel SHELBY
Q
QUALITY LIME CO. stone CLARK
QUALITY SAND CO. concrete sand MADISON
QUALITY SAND & GRAVEL QUARRY sand, gravel BUREAU
QUARTER CONSTRUCTION CO. sand, gravel TAZEWELL
QUINCY CARBONATES, INC. stone ADAMS
R
RAINBOW STONE, LTD. stone HANCOCK
REES CONSTRUCTION CO., INC. stone STEPHENSON
REICHERT TRUCKING sand ADAMS
RELIABLE SAND & GRAVEL sand, gravel McHENRY
RENNER QUARRIES, LTD. stone CARROLL, LEE
REPUBLIC ENGINEERED STEEL, INC. raw iron/steel COOK
RICHARDS BRICK CO. common & face brick BOND, MADISON
RIVERSIDE MATERIALS, INC. sand, gravel PEORIA
ROCHELLE STONE & ASPHALT CO. stone OGLE
ROCK CUT QUARRIES stone OGLE
ROCK RIVER READY MIX sand, gravel WHITESIDE
ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL sand, gravel, stone BOONE, OGLE, WNNEBAGO
ROGERS MATERIALS SERVICES sand WINNEBAGO
ROGERS READY-MIX & MATERIALS, INC. sand, gravel, stone OGLE, WINNEBAGO
ROOT'S PEAT FARM peat LAKE
19
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ST. LOUIS SLAG PRODUCTS CO., INC.
SAND HILL SAND & GRAVEL
SAND VALLEY SAND & GRAVEL
SAVANNAH BLACKTOP & QUARRY
SANGAMON VALLEY SAND & GRAVEL
SCHAEFER CONTRACTING, INC.









SOUTHERN ILLINOIS POWER CORP.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS STONE CO.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS SAND CO.
SOLOMON GRIND-CHEM SERVICE, INC.
SPICER GRAVEL CO.
SPRING LAKE SAND & GRAVEL
SPRINGFIELD CWL&P
SPROULE CONSTRUCTION, INC.
SPRUCE LAKE SAND & GRAVEL
STARK EXCAVATING
STARLINE CONSTRUCTION CO.
STARVED ROCK CLAY PRODUCTS, INC.
STEVERS SAND & GRAVEL CO.






























































TABEY CONSTRUCTION & CARTAGE, INC. sand
TENNESSEE SAND sand, gravel
THELEN SAND & GRAVEL sand, gravel
THORELL SAND CO. trench back f
TRIAD MINING, INC. coal
TRI-CON MATERIALS sand, gravel
TRUMAN, ED, CO. stone
TURNER SAND & GRAVEL, INC. sand, gravel
TURRIS COAL CO. coal













UCAR CARBON CO., INC.
UNIMIN SPECIALTY MINERALS, INC.
UNIMIN CORP., ILLINOIS DIV.
UNION OIL CO.
UNITED STATES STEEL CORP.
UNOCAL CHEMICALS & MINERALS DIV.
URBAN SAND & GRAVEL CO.
U. S. INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL CO.

























VALLEY VIEW INDUSTRIES. INC.
VALSTAD QUARRY, INC.

















CLARK, COOK, DE KALB, KANKAKEE,
LIVINGSTON, McHENRY, MACON, WILL
W
WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL
WASTONE, INC.





WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL
WESTERN STONEWARE
WHITE COUNTY COAL CO.
WILSON FARMS

































































RT. 3 AND MONSANTO AVE.
SAUGET, IL 62201







SUBSIDIARY OF CENTEX CORP.
1601 ROCKWELL RD., P.O. BOX 442
LA SALLE, IL 61301-0442
LA SALLE LIMESTONE & ASSOC. SHALE
LA SALLE PLANT & QUARRY










'LA SALLE LIMESTONE & ASSOC. SHALE
OGLESBY PLANT & QUARRY
P.O. BOX 130, PORTLAND AVE.
OGLESBY, IL 61348-0130







SUB OF PRAIRIE MATERIALS SALES
12152 S. PLAINFIELD-NAPERVILLE RD.
PLAINFIELD, IL 62544
A, C, G, H, I, J, Q
GALENA
DIXON IL PLANT





LAFARGE CORP., GREAT LAKES REGION







2 Ml W. OF JOPPA
2500 PORTLAND RD.
GRAND CHAIN, IL 62941









1 MILL ST., P.O. BOX 307
BUDA, IL 61314-9803
PRE-FAB CHIMNEYS





CHICAGO FIRE BRICK CO.
1467 N. ELSTON AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60622-2419
BRICK: FIRE; REFRACTORY SPECS














PREMIER REFRACTORIES & CHEMICAL
P.O. BOX 828
VALLEY FORGE, PA 19482
HIGH ALUMINA PLASTIC REF.
333 STATE ST.









THE HAEGER POTTERIES, INC.
7 MAIDEN LANE
DUNDEE, IL 601 18-2307
EARTHWARE, POTTERIES
PREMIER REFRACTORIES & CHEMICAL
901 E. 8th AVE.











DIV. J. P. INDUSTRIES
801 N. MAIN ST., BOX 151
ABINGDON, IL 61410-1137















1401 BROADWAY, P.O. Box 306
MARSEILLES, IL 61341-0306








STREATOR BRICK SYSTEMS, INC.
WEST END 9th ST., BOX E
STREATOR, IL 61364-9998
BUILDINGS FACE BRICK
HAEGER POTTERIES OF MACOMB, INC.
DIV. HAEGER INDUSTRIES, INC.
411 W. CALHOUN ST.
MACOMB, IL 61455-2056
POTTERY










234 SPRINGER AVE., P.O. BOX 407
EDWARDSVILLE, IL 62025-1806



















348 S. COLUMBIA ST.






















521 W. 6th AVE., P.O. BOX 288




















STARVED ROCK CLAY PRODUCTS,
TERMINAL RD., P.O. BOX 44
PERU, IL 61354
CLAY FOR CEMENT AND BRICKS
CARBONDALE







BOX E, WEST END OF 9™ ST.
STREATOR, IL 61364-9998
BUILDING & FACE BRICK
CARBONDALE
NO STREATOR CLAY MINE
































ABSORBENT CLAY PRODUCTS DIV.
1500W. SAVREDR.






















OLMSTED MINE, PIT 1
LOCATION: 27 15S 1E
PIT 6 Ml NE MOUNDS















ROSE MINE, PIT 2
LOCATION: SW23 15S 1E



























SUGAR CAMP COAL CO.





Rt. 1 , BOX 620
SHAWNEETOWN, IL 62984
SURFACE MINE




















RT 148, NORTH OF SESSER
PO BOX 566, SESSER, IL 62884























FREEMAN UNITED COAL MINING CO.
DIV. MATERIAL SERVICE CORPORATION
1999 WABASH AVE., SUITE 200-B













FREEMAN UNITED COAL MINING CO.
DIV. MATERIAL SERVICE CORPORATION














FREEMAN UNITED COAL MINING CO.
DIV. MATERIAL SERVICE CORPORATION




















#1 MINE, R.R. 4






ARCH OF ILLINOIS, INC.
SUB. ARCH MINERAL CORP.
12400 OLIVE BLVD., SUITE 402













ARCH OF ILLINOIS, INC.
SUB. ARCH MINERAL CORP.
12400 OLIVE BLVD., SUITE 402












































OLD BEN COAL CO.







LINDANE RD., P.O. BOX 444
HARRISBURG, I L 62946
UNDERGROUND MINE
SPRINGFIELD COAL
BRUSHY CREEK COAL CO.



















1829 E. SOUTHERN MANOR DR.





DIV. OF CYPRUS AMAX MINERALS, INC.





SUB. PEABODY DEVELOPMENT CO.




















HARRISBURG, I L 62946









LOCATION: 33 18N 12E
(217)662-8896
WABASH MINE





MARISSA, I L 62257









WHITE COUNTY COAL CO.
SUB MAPCO COAL, INC.















CHICAGO, IL 60617-6501 (773) 933-5000
COOK
031
LTV STEEL CO., INC.









UNOCAL CHEMICALS & MINERALS DIV
31 7 W. NEW AVE., BOX 220
LEMONT, IL 60439-0220 (630) 257-7751
CRAWFORD
033
UCAR CARBON CO., INC.
R.R. 3, P.O. BOX 223









20th ST. AND STATE ST.





HASTIE MINING & TRUCKING CO.
R.R. 1,
CAVE IN ROCK, IL 62919
(61 8) 289-4536
DRYING AND BAGGING FLUORSPAR












LOCATION: NE 11 13N4W
COOK
031





















AMERICAN FLY ASH CO.
2700 S. ROBINSON







CENTRAL IL PUBLIC SERVICE CO.
GENERAL OFFICES














CENTRAL IL PUBLIC SERVICE CO.
GENERAL OFFICES
607 E. ADAMS ST.
















CENTRAL IL PUBLIC SERVICE CO.
GENERAL OFFICES
607 E. ADAMS ST.







R.R. 2 BOX 293 A
GREENVILLE, I L 62246
LOCATION: 24 7N 3W
MORGAN
137
CENTRAL IL PUBLIC SERVICE CO.
GENERAL OFFICES
607 E. ADAMS ST.
















































AMERICAN FLY ASH CO.
2700 S. ROBINSON


















































INC. OWENS ILLINOIS UNIT
901 SHABBONA ST.





PELTIER GLASS CO., THE
518 DE LEON ST.
OTTAWA, I L 61350-0490





BALL-INCON GLASS PACKAGING CORP.
DIV. OF BALL CORP.
1509 S. MACEDONIA AVE.
MUNCIE, IN 47302-3664
GLASS CONTAINERS














ILLINOIS VALLEY GLASS & MIRROR CO.
3300 N. ADAMS ST.









GOLD BOND BUILDING PRODUCTS














MANLEY BROTHERS OF INDIANA,
300 S. VERMILLION ST.
TROY GROVE, IL 61372
GLASS, FOUNDRY, ETC.
ST. PETER
INC. OLD ARROWHEAD SILICA
ON VERMILION ST.
1 Ml S TROY GROVE






UNIMIN CORP., ILLINOIS DIV.
4000 BAKER RD.




BELLROSE - UTICA QY.
1 Ml NE UTI CA






UNIMIN CORP., ILLINOIS DIV.
4000 BAKER RD.






1 Ml S TROY GROVE






U.S. SILICA, OTTAWA DIV.
701 BOYCE MEMORIAL DR.





Vz Ml W OTTAWA







DIV. FAIRMOUNT MINERALS, LTD.
S. OLIVE ST., P.O. BOX 119






























8 Ml SW MANITO










































MINERALS PIGMENT & METALS DIV.
235 E. 42nd ST.



















13500 S. PERRY AVE.
RIVERDALE, IL 60627





LTV STEEL CO., INC.
11600S. BURLEYAVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60617





REPUBLIC ENGINEERED STEEL, INC.
11610 S.AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60617






UNITED STATES STEEL CORP.
3426 E. 89th ST.
CHICAGO, I L 60617-3409







DIV. NATIONAL STEEL CORP.
P.O. BOX 365
20th & STATE STREETS
GRANITE CITY, IL 62040-9998








LTV STEEL CO., INC.
RT. 71, P.O. BOX 325
HENNEPIN, IL 61325-0325







390 E. JOE ORR RD., P.O. BOX 488
CHICAGO HEIGHTS, IL 6041 1-0488
(708) 757-3977
DOLOMITIC AND HIGH CALCIUM QUICKLIME, etc.
SOUTH CHICAGO PLANT
3245 E. 103RDST.





VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.





RTE 66 AND 55™ ST.




VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.
747 E. 22nd ST., SUITE 200
LOMBARD, IL 60148
(630)261-8600
DOLO PEBBLE LIME (DOLOMITIC QUICKLIME)
MANTENO LIME PLANT





U. S. INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL CO.
DIV. NAT'L. DISTILLERS & CHEM.
P.O. BOX 218, RTE 36 W
TUSCOLA, IL 61953-0218'
PETROCHEMICAL PLANT
W. TUSCOLA ON RT. 36












INC. GRASS LAKE RD. & RT. 83 PIT
2 Ml S ANTIOCH







122 N. BECKRD., BOX 6005
LINDENHURST., I L 60046
HUMUS, BULK
GRAYSLAKE
ROOT'S PEAT FARM PIT







9349 GARDEN PLAIN RD.
MORRISON, IL 61270-9803
(815)772-2167















9349 GARDEN PLAIN RD.
MORRISON, IL 61270-9803
(815)772-2167









































1 35th ST. & NEW AVE.
LEMONT, IL 60439-9998 (630) 257-7761
COOK
031
CLARK OIL & REFINING CORP.
8182 MARYLAND AVE.
ST. LOUIS, MO 63105
131STST. &KEDZIEAVE













S. 7™ ST., P.O. BOX 519
LAWRENCEVILLE, IL 62439 (618)943-5555
MADISON
119
CLARK OIL & REFINING CORP.
8182 MARYLAND AVE.







WOOD RIVER MFG. COMPLEX
HWY. 111, P.O. BOX 262


































sand (class B & C)
PRE-ILLINOIAN OUTWASH
4 Ml E QUINCY









sand (class B),trench backfill
CAHOKIA, ALLUIVAL FAN
1!4MI NW FALL CREEK











LTD. 1 Ml N KEYSPORT






KEYESPORT SAND & GRAVEL
R.R. 1, BOX 25
KEYESPORT, IL 62253
(618)548-1585
sand (all classes) and gravel (class D)
PEARL-HAGARSTOWN
PLANT 2
4 1/2 Ml W KEYESPORT







R.R. 4, BOX 7
GREENVILLE, IL 62246
trench backfill and sand (all classes)
PEARL-HAGARSTOWN
OLD BOND CO. NO. 2
1
1/2 MI N GREENVILLE









sand and gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
SPOTS PIT
3Vt Ml E BELVIDERE






580 S. WOLF RD., BOX 129
DES PLAINES, IL 60017-3139
(708) 824-41 1
1
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
BELVIDERE #29 (DAVIS) PIT
1 Ml W BELVIDERE






CATTANI & SON GRAVEL CO.
P.O. BOX 485
LADD, IL 61329
sand and gravel (class D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
SEATON PIT
% Ml NE DUPUE
LOCATION: SE25 16N 10E
35
COUNTY COMPANY LOCATION





MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL
101 S. MAIN ST., P.O. BOX 110
LAROSE, IL 61541
sand and gravel (class D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
BUREAU JUNCTION PIT
1 Ml NW BUREAU JUNCTION






MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL
101 S. MAIN ST., P.O. BOX 110
LAROSE, IL 61541
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
DICK NELSON PIT







QUALITY SAND & GRAVEL QUARRY
P.O. BOX 520
WALNUT, IL 61376
sand (classes A,B & C) gravel (class D)
PARKLAND/HENRY-BATAVIA
FRITZ PIT























sand and gravel (class D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
BUREAU PIT
!4MI NW OF BUREAU
JUNCTION



















1 3920 W. ROCK FALLS RD.




2 Ml S SAVANNA












LOCATION: SE 20 20N 7E










BUILDERS SAND OF ILLINOIS, INC.
2379 COUNTY ROAD 3600N
PAXTON, IL 60957
sand and gravel (class C & D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
COUNTY LINE PIT
5 Ml SE PAXTON






URBAN SAND & GRAVEL CO.
P.O. BOX 3193
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61821
sand (all classes) and fine gravel (class A)
HENRY-BATAVIA
RANTOUL PLANT NO. 3
4 Ml E RANTOUL






URBAN SAND & GRAVEL CO.












URBAN SAND & GRAVEL CO.
P.O. BOX 3193
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61821
sand and gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-MAKCINAW
CLARENCE PIT
4 1/2 Ml S CLARENCE


















CLARK COUNTY, CO. SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P.O. BOX 126
MARSHALL, IL 62441
sand and gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
PIT# 1
1 Ml N DARWIN







R.R. 2, BOX 108
WEST UNION, IL 62477
(217)826-2800
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
NORTH PIT
54 Ml W DARWIN






R.R. 2, BOX 108
WEST UNION, IL 62477
(217)826-2800
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
EAST PIT/STANFIELD
1/2 Ml W DARWIN







BUEHNE SAND & GRAVEL, LTD.
18414 KEYESPORTRD.
KEYESPORT, IL 62253
sand (all classes), seal & cover
PEARL-HAGARSTOWN
MUNIE PIT









































2 Ml S CARLYLE






MATTOON SAND & GRAVEL











BLUFF CITY MATERIALS, INC.
2109 W. BARTLETTRD.
ELGIN, IL 60120
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA







BLUFF CITY MATERIALS, INC.
2109 BARTLETT RD.
ELGIN, IL 60120
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
WEST BARTLETT PIT









sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA





















R.R. 2, BOX 108





4 Ml S HUTSONVILLE






TURNER SAND & GRAVEL, INC.





AYz Ml N PALESTINE









C. & H. GRAVEL CO.
R. R. 4, BOX 71
TEUTOPOLIS, IL 62467
(217)857-3425
sand (all classes), gravel (class D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
GREENUP PIT
7 Ml N GREENUP






C. & H. GRAVEL CO.
R.R. 4, BOX 71
TEUTOPOLIS, IL 62467
(217)857-3425
sand (all classes), gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW







C. & H. GRAVEL CO.
R.R. 4, BOX 71
TEUTOPOLIS, IL 62467
(217)857-3425
sand (all classes), gravel (class D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
GREENUP GRAVEL PIT







ELMHURST - CHICAGO STONE CO.
400 W. FIRST ST., P.O. BOX 57
ELMHURST, IL 60126
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
BARTLETT (REESE) PIT
2 Ml SW BARTLETT





NORTH AMERICAN SAND & GRAVEL










NORTH AMERICAN SAND & GRAVEL













VANDALIA SAND AND GRAVEL CO.














GIBSON CITY, IL 60936
sand (class A, B, & C)
HENRY-BATAVIA
TUCKER PIT







URBAN SAND & GRAVEL CO.





6 1/2 Ml SE PAXTON






















DUCK CREEK SAND AND GRAVEL, INC.
P.O. BOX 159
CANTON, IL 61520
sand (all classes) and gravel (class C & D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY/GLASFORD OUTWASH
DUCK ISLAND PIT







OTTER CREEK SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 112
MT. STERLING, IL 62353














sand (class (A&B), gravel (class C&D))
HENRY-MACKINAW
SEVILLE MINE
1 Ml SW SEVILLE





SAND HILL SAND & GRAVEL
BOX156A
AVON, IL 61415















MORRIS DREDGE YARD 34










sand (classes A,C), gravel (class B)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
NORTON PIT







WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL







1/2 MI E MORRIS

































COLONA SAND & EXCAVATING, INC.





1 Ml SE COLONA











1 Ml NE COLONA


















R.R. 2, BOX 220
MT. VERNON, IL 62864
fill sand
GLASFORD OUTWASH








P.O. BOX 4, NORRIS LANE
GALENA, IL 60130















2 Ml E HAMPSHIRE









sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
SQUARE BARN RD. PIT
3 Ml N GILBERTS









sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
BEVERLY S & G
1 Ml NE ELGIN










1000 SKOKIE BLVD., SUITE 210
WILMETTE, IL 60091
(847)251-6616
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA







EAST RIVERDALE GRAVEL CO.
1100 BRANDT DR.
ELGIN, IL 60120
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
E. RIVERDALE GRAVEL QUARRY
1 Ml NE ELGIN





ELMHURST - CHICAGO STONE CO.
400 W. FIRST ST., P.O. BOX 57
ELMHURST., IL 60126
(630) 832-4000
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
KANEVILLE QUARRY
1 Ml E KANEVILLE





ELMHURST - CHICAGO STONE CO.
400 W. FIRST ST., P.O. BOX 57
ELMHURST., IL 60126
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
1 Ml E KANEVILLE





FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
RT. 25, BOX 159
NORTH AURORA, IL 60542-0159
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-WASCO/BATAVIA
ROWE (MEREDITH) PIT
2 1/2 Ml S ELBURN






FOX RIVER STONE CO.















222 N. LASALLE ST., SUITE 1200
CHICAGO, IL 60601-1090
(312)372-3600
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
YARD 52, DUNDEE PIT







580 S. WOLF RD., BOX 129
DES PLAINES, IL 60017
(708) 824-41 1
1
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
CARPENTERSVILLE PIT #25
RTS 25 & 62 CARPENTERSVILLE






P & M SEWER & WATER, INC.
28W650 CHILDS ST.
WEST CHICAGO, IL 60185
gravel (class D)
HENRY-BATAVIA












sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
1 Ml E DUNDEE











1 Ml E DUNDEE






7601 W. 79™ ST., P.O. BOX 1123
BRIDGEVIEW, IL 60455
(81 5) 436-3599
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
NAGEL PIT
E DUNDEE, RT 68 & PENNY RD.







7601 W. 79™ ST., P.O. BOX 1123
BRIDGEVIEW, IL 60455
(815)436-3599
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
ELBURN PIT
LORANG & MAIN, ELBURN







7601 W. 79™ ST., P.O. BOX 1 123
BRIDGEVIEW, IL 60455
(815)436-3599
sand and gravel (all classes)
WEDRON OUTWASH
CITY OF ELGIN PIT
RT 31 , 1 Ml S OF RT 20, ELGIN
LOCATION: NE27 41N8E











4 Ml W KANKAKEE






GREAT AMERICAN SAND & GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 129, C/O G. HANLEY
CLIFTON, IL 60927
masonary sand, trench backfill
PARKLAND/HENRY-MACKINAW
RT 17 25 Ml E KANKAKEE











2 Ml S MOMENCE






TABEY CONSTRUCTION & CARTAGE, INC.
P.O. BOX 588
HERSCHER, I L 60941
sand (class B), blend sand
PARKLAND/EQUALITY-DALTON
BICE PIT










FOX RIDGE STONE CO.
6217NESOITRD.
OSWEGO, IL 60543
sand (class A & B), gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
OSWEGO PIT
1 Ml W OSWEGO











3 Ml E OSWEGO







R.R. 1, 6190 MILUNGTON RD.
SANDWICH, IL 60548-9738















sand (class A,B,& C)
GLASFORD OUTWASH
%MI N&1 Ml W DOUGLAS







35 E. PALATINE RD.













sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA


















THELEN SAND & GRAVEL
28955 W. RT. 173
ANTIOCH, IL 60002
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
BARTHEL PIT








THELEN SAND & GRAVEL
28955 W. RT. 173
ANTIOCH, IL 60002
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
FOX PIT














sand (all classes) gravel (class BSD)
CAHOKIA/GLASFORD OUTWASH
LUCIE PIT







GARROW, L. S„ & SONS, INC.
P.O. BOX 179
SERENA, IL 60549
















2 Ml SE MARSEILLES






MANLEY BROTHERS OF INDIANA, INC.
300 S. VERMILLION ST., P.O. BOX 80
TROY GROVE, IL 61372-008
sand (all classes)
ST. PETER
1 Ml S TROY GROVE





SHERIDAN SAND & GRAVEL
RT. 1 - BOX 85
SHERIDAN, IL 60551
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
V/2MI N SHERIDAN












1 Ml SW SENECA










sand and gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
TRI-CON PIT







UNIMIN CORP., ILLINOIS DIV.
4000 BAKER RD.
OTTAWA, I L 61350
sand (all classes)
ST. PETER







UNIMIN CORP., ILLINOIS DIV.
4000 BAKER RD.






LOCATION: NE 9 33N 2E
45
COUNTY COMPANY LOCATION
















WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 128





2 Ml S TROY GROVE






WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 128





1 Ml N SHERIDAN







R.R. 1, BOX 200
ALLENDALE, IL 62410-0200
(618)263-3521
sand (class B & C), gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
PINKSTAFF PLANT
5 Ml NE LAWRENCEVILLE












5 1/2 Ml NE LAWRENCEVILLE







R.R. 1, BOX 200
ALLENDALE, IL 62410
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
1/2 MI WRUSSELLVILLE






MT. CARMEL SAND & GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 458
MT. CARMEL, IL 62863
(618)262-5118
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
4 Ml NE LAWRENCEVILLE






MT. CARMEL SAND & GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 458
MT CARMEL, I L 62863
(618)262-5118
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
4 Ml NE LAWRENCEVILLE





MT. CARMEL SAND & GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 458
MT CARMEL, IL 62863
(618)262-5118
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
4 Ml NE LAWRENCEVILLE
LOCATION: SW15 4N 11W
46
COUNTY COMPANY LOCATION


































5 Ml N LINCOLN




















fill sand and gravel
PEARL
3 Ml W MACOMB











3 Ml W MACOMB























RT. 47 PIT (FOSTER RD.)
4 Ml N HUNTLEY
LOCATION: SE 4 43N 7E
(708) 669-5433
McHENRY






sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
KOCH'S PIT
1100 BRANDT, CARY, IL 60013
LOCATION: NE11 43N 8E
McHENRY
1 1 1 -046
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS:
CORAL LAKE SAND & GRAVEL,
400 E. TERRA COTTA
CRYSTAL LAKE, IL 60014








SAND AND GRAVEL cont
McHENRY
1 1 1 -047
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS:
CORAL LAKE SAND & GRAVEL,
400 E. TERRA COTTA




E OF CRYSTAL LAKE







11980 NORTH ST., P.O. BOX 6
HUNTLEY, IL60142
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-WASCO
D&Z PIT




1 1 1 -041
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS:






4 Ml N HUNTLEY
LOCATION: NE 10 43N7E
(847) 695-9300
McHENRY
1 1 1 -021
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS:
GAVER'S ASPHALT PAVING AND EXC.
1100 BORDEN LANE
WOODSTOCK, I L 60098
sand (all classes), gravel (class C&D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
GAVER'S PIT
1 Ml W WOODSTOCK
LOCATION: SE 11 44N6E
(81 5) 338-0831
McHENRY
1 1 1 -044
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS:
GLACIER LAKES SAND AND GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 127




3 Ml SW RICHMOND



















222 LASALLE ST., SUITE 1200
CHICAGO, IL 60601-1090
(31 2) 372-3600
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
ALGONQUIN PIT, YARD 46
1 Ml N ALGONQUIN
ON RT. 31
LOCATION: SE 21 43N 8E
(847) 658-4559
McHENRY




580 S. WOLF RD., P.O. BOX 129




3 Ml S MARENGO
LOCATION: SE 14 43N5E
McHENRY




580 S. WOLF RD., P.O. BOX 129
DE PLAINES, IL 60017-3139




LOCATION: 1 45N 5E
48
COUNTY COMPANY LOCATION
SAND AND GRAVEL cont.
Mchenry




580 S. WOLF RD., P.O. BOX 129
DES PLAINES, IL 60017-3139
(847) 824-41 1
1












580 S WOLF RD., P.O. BOX 129
DES PLAINES, IL 60017-3139
(847) 824-41 1
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
POSSUM RUN PIT #27
WLILYMOOR







580 S. WOLF RD., P.O. BOX 129
DES PLAINES, IL 60017-3139
(847) 824-41 1
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
MCHENRY WEST PIT #26
TA Ml W McHENRY
LOCATION: NW29 45N 8E
(81 5) 385-4920
McHENRY




580 S. WOLF RD., P.O. BOX 129
DES PLAINES, IL 60017-3139
(847) 824-41 1
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
PRECO YD #12








580 S. WOLF RD., PO BOX 129
DES PLAINS, IL 60017
(847) 824-41 1
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
BIG FOOT #14
4 Ml N HARVARD







580 S. WOLF RD, PO BOX 129
DES PLAINES, IL 60017-3139
(847) 824-41 1
sand (all classes), gravel (class D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
MARENGO PIT

















1 1 1 -009
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS:
PETERSON SAND & GRAVEL CO.
91 4 W. RT. 120
McHENRY, IL 60050
(81 4) 344-6221
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
PETERSON OR FRUEND PIT
NWLILLYMORE
LOCATION: NE 31 45N 9E
McHENRY
1 1 1 -030
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS:
RELIABLE SAND & GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 707
ISLAND LAKE, IL 60042
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
RAVEN PIT
1 Ml NW ISLAND LAKE









SPRING LAKE SAND & GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 127
SPRING GROVE, IL 60081
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
SPRING GROVE PIT
1 Ml W SPRING GROVE






VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.
747 E. 22nd ST., SUITE 200
LOMBARD, IL 60148
(630)261-8600











1523 N. COTTAGE ST., P.O. BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
SITE 105
3 Ml NW FUNKS GROVE




















1523 N. COTTAGE ST., P.O. BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
CARMICHAEL NW PIT
3 Ml W& 1 1/2 Ml S HEYWORTH









sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
DOWNS NE PIT
X Ml SW DOWNS









sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
DOWNS 2NE PIT
1/2 Ml NW DOWNS






URBAN SAND & GRAVEL CO.
P.O. BOX 3193
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820
sand and gravel (all classes)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
SELLARDS PIT NE







DECATUR SAND & GRAVEL






6 Ml S HARRISTOWN









OAKLEY SAND & GRAVEL










VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.













BLUFF CITY MINERALS CO.









7 ALBY ST., W EDGE ALTON






MUNIE TRUCKING & GRAVEL CO.













1327 N. BLUFF RD.
COLLINSVILLE, IL 62234

























800 N. STATE ST.
ROANOKE, IL 61561
sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
FITSCHEN PIT
5 Ml SE LACON



























sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
HENRY PIT
1 Ml N HENRY RT 29 2 Ml E







R.R. 1, BOX 129
LACON, IL 61540
sand (all classes), gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW








WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 40
WALNUT, IL 61376
sand and gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
SENDELBACH PIT























8 Ml SW MANITO












































MENARD COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.


























R.R. 1, BOX 20
SULLIVAN, IL 61951
road pack, fill gravel
HENRY-MACKINAW







BENESH, STEVE, & SONS
3923 N. RIVER RD.
OREGON, IL 61061
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
NORDMAN PIT
3 Ml SE OREGON










sand and gravel (all classes)
PEARL
FORRESTON (MCGRATH) PIT
2 1/2 Ml N FORRESTON

















ROGERS READY-MIX & MATERIALS, INC.
P.O. BOX 250
BYRON, IL 61010












8200 W. WHITE EAGLE
FORRESTON, IL 61030
sand and gravel (all classes)
PEARL
4 Ml E FORRESTON






GALENA ROAD GRAVEL, INC.
DIV. BUILDERS SAND OF IL, INC.
5129 E. TRUITT AVE.
CHILLICOTHE, IL 61523










KICKAPOO SAND & GRAVEL CO.
9305 W GRANGE HALL RD.
PRINCEVILLE, IL 61559




1/2 mi n kickapoo
location: se 31 10n 7e
53
COUNTY COMPANY LOCATION





KICKAPOO SAND & GRAVEL CO.
9305 W GRANGE HALL RD.
PRINCEVILLE, IL61559
sand (all classes), gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
GILLES PROPERTY (SOUTH) PIT









sand (all classes), gravel (class B & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
RIVERSIDE MAT. PIT






STEVERS SAND & GRAVEL CO.
2423 W. FARMINGTON RD.
PEORIA, IL 61604



















































Ohio River dredge-sand (all classes)
CAHOKIA











sand and gravel (class D)
MOUNDS GRAVEL
JEROME PRICE PIT
3 Ml N OLMSTED








fill sand and gravel (class D)
PEORIA & ROXANA/MOUNDS GRAVEL
MOSES PIT
WEDGE MOUNDS





STARVED ROCK CLAY PRODUCTS, INC.





2 Ml S SPRING VALLEY















3 Ml N HENNEPIN






SOUTHERN ILLINOIS SAND CO.
1200SWANWCKST.
BUENA VISTA BANK BLDG.
CHESTER, IL 62233 "
Mississippi River dredge sand (all classes)
CAHOKIA
2 Ml SE CHESTER












VA Ml SW ALBANY










BIG ISLAND DREDGE MC 51
JCT. RT. 92 & I-280











CORDOVA DREDGE MC 14-508







METRO EAST SAND & SUPPLY
P.O. BOX 1070











BUCKHART SAND & GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 156
MECHANICSBURG, IL 62545-0156
sand (all classes), gravel (class D)
PARKLAND/HENRY-MACKINAW
1 Ml N BUCKHART






BUILDERS SAND & GRAVEL
1200 JOSTES RD.
ROCHESTER, IL 62563









CLEAR LAKE SAND & GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 2609












SANGAMON VALLEY SAND & GRAVEL
905 N. LINCOLN, SUITE A



















2 Ml W GLASGOW






PROSSER, G. W., CO.
R.R. 3, P.O. BOX 231
SHELBYVILLE, IL 62565
sand (all classes), gravel (class C & D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAWAA/ASCO
HANFLAND PIT










sand and gravel (class A, B, &C)
HENRY-MACKINAW
2 1/2 MI SW PEKIN





CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
P.O. BOX 166
TREMONT, IL 61568
sand and gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
CRABB PIT
4 Ml NE GREEN VALLEY







CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
P.O. BOX 166
TREMONT, IL 61568
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
HURLEY PIT
4Y2 Ml SW PEKIN












2Y2 Ml NW HOPEDALE






CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
P.O. BOX 166
TREMONT, IL 61568










FARMDALE SAND & GRAVEL CO.
103 SYCAMORE AVE.
MORTON, IL 61550
sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
FARMDALE
1 Ml E EDGE PEORIA






100 GILES DR., P.O. BOX 289
MACKINAW, IL 61755
sand and gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
1







3300 W. SOUTHPORT RD., P.O. BOX 1019
PEORIA, IL 61615
(309)674-5133
sand, trench backfill, gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
FARMDALE PIT
1 Ml E E PEORIA
LOCATION: SW36 26N 4W
56
COUNTY COMPANY LOCATION











3 Ml N HOPEDALE







R.R. 1, BOX 130
ALTO PASS, IL 62905
fill material
PEORIA/ROXANA














































sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
KAY'S CORNER QUARRY






C. J. MATERIALS CO.
14849 LYNDON RD.
MORRISON, IL 61270
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
LYNDON PIT
1/2 Ml W LYNDON





ROCK RIVER READY MIX
P.O. BOX 384
DIXON, IL 61021
sand and gravel (all classes)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
BEHRENS PIT
3 1/2 MI SW ROCK FALLS










sand (class A & B)
HENRY-MACKINAW









sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
4 Ml N PLAINFIELD












sand (all classes), gravel (class B, C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
SW EDGE JOLIET








sand and gravel (all classes)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
CHANNAHON PIT
2 1/2 Ml NE CHANNAHON





ELMHURST - CHICAGO STONE CO.
400 W. FIRST ST., P.O. BOX 57
ELMHURST, IL 60126
sand and gravel (all calsses)
HENRY-MACKINAW
BARBERS CORNER






ELMHURST - CHICAGO STONE CO.
400 W. FIRST STREET, P.O. BOX 57
ELMHURST, IL 60126
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
PLAINFIELD QUARRY












INC. PITRUN SAND & GRAVEL PIT
NE EDGE ROMEOVILLE






LAMBRECT, T.J., CONSTRUCTION, INC.





2 Ml SW JOLIET






VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIVISION
747 E. 22nd ST., SUITE 200
LOMBARD, IL 60148
(630)261-8600










OXFORD SAND AND GRAVEL




3 Ml N MARION










sand (all classes), gravel (class A)
HENRY-MACKINAW
ILLINOIS-WISCONSIN
S EDGE OF S. BELOIT









KELLEY SAND & GRAVEL
10429 GENEVA DR., P.O. BOX 19
ROSCOE, IL 61073
sand and gravel (class C)
HENRY-MACKINAW
KELLEY PIT
1 Ml NW ROSCOE







4633 PRAIRIE HILL RD.










ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 2071
LOVES PARK, IL 61130
(815)654-4700









ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 2071
LOVES PARK, IL 61 1 1
1
(815)654-4700
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
NORTH SHORES PIT #106
2 Ml S ROSCOE





ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 2071
LOVES PARK, IL 61 1 1
(815)654-4700
sand and gravel (class B, C & D)
GLASFORD OUTWASH
WEINQUISTPIT
5 Ml S ROCKFORD, BAXTER RD.











5 Ml SE ROCKFORD





ROSCOE SAND & GRAVEL
2422 CENTER ST., P.O. BOX 5946
ROCKFORD, IL 61125
(815)398-6250
sand and gravel (class A, B, &C)
HENRY-MACKINAW
3 Ml N ROSCOE






800 N. STATE ST.
ROANOKE, IL 61561
sand and gravel (class D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
BACHMAN PIT
3 1/2 Ml S SECOR







RT. 36, 100 CASS ST.
PEORIA, IL 61604
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
2Yz Ml S SPRING BAY
LOCATION: NW11 27N 4W
59
COUNTY COMPANY LOCATION





CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
P.O. BOX 166
TREMONT, IL 61568










EUREKA SAND & GRAVEL
611 STATE ST., P.O. BOX 223
EUREKA, IL61530









PEORIA CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION CO.
1515 N. BROADWAY ST.
PEORIA, IL 61606
sand (all classes) gravel (class A)
HENRY-MACKINAW
SPRING BAY PIT
2 1/2 Ml S SPRING BAY






POWLEY SAND & GRAVEL CO.
DIV. OF SENECA PETROLEUM
R.R. 1, BOX 4 A
EAST PEORIA, IL 61611
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
POWLEY PIT
1 Ml S SPRING BAY ON RT. 26







KINCAID, I L 62540
4 Ml W. KINCAID




ILLINOIS SLAG & BALLAST CO.
2817 E. 99™ ST.
CHICAGO, IL 50617



















NORTH CHICAGO, IL 60064
S. EDGE N. CHICAGO










INTERNATIONAL MILL SERVICE CO.
21 ST. & OMAHA STS., P.O. BOX 398
GRANITE CITY, IL 62040









INTERNATIONAL MILL SERVICE CO.
21 ST. & OMAHA STS., P.O. BOX 398






ST. LOUIS SLAG PRODUCTS CO., INC.
DIV. LAFARGE CORP.
P.O. BOX 430
GRANITE CITY, IL 62040
blast furnace
ACBF SLAG






R.R. 2, BOX 293
GREENVILLE, IL 62246 LOCATION: SE 24 7N 3W
PEORIA
143-302
INTERNATIONAL MILL SERVICE CO.
























SOUTHERN ILLINOIS POWER CORP.
RT. 4, BOX 255
MARION, IL 62959
WET BOTTOM SLAG













MILL CREEK CS 42
5 Ml EQUINCY







DIV. J.M. HUBER CORP.













DIV. J.M. HUBER CORP.





3 Ml S QUINCY














INC. ADAMS STONE (MARBLEHEAD)
NE EDGE MARBLEHEAD






LEE, CHARLES & SON












ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 2071











SCHLICHTING & SONS EXCAVATING

















5 Ml S HARDIN





































J4 Ml E MT. CARROLL












1 Ml NW LANARK












1 Ml N GEORGETOWN






















SAVANNAH BLACKTOP & QUARRY
R.R. 1, BOX 370













R.R. 3, BOX 29A













R.R. 3, BOX 29A













R.R. 3, BOX 29A
MT. CARROLL, IL 61053
A,C,D,G,H,I,J,K,L,M
GALENA/PLATTEVILLE
INC. MT. CARROLL (TURNBAUGH)
QUARRY
2 Ml WMT. CARROLL












1 Ml NW BROOKVILLE














7 Ml W PANA, BEAR CREEK RD.







DIV. VAN TARBLE & SONS
P.O. BOX 39
MARSHALL, I L 62441
A,C,G,H,I,J,K
LIVINGSTON
r/2 Ml SE MARSHALL









VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIVISION






2 Ml SE CASEY







DIV. VAN TARBLE & SONS





2% Ml NE CHARLESTON







DIV. VAN TARBLE & SONS





2Y2 Ml NE CHARLESTON












FEDERAL QUARRY, YARD 19
McCOOK













THORNTON QUARRY, YARD 41
THORNTON













LYONS QUARRY, YARD 18
LYONS





VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.






JOLIET RD. & 55TH ST.













2 1/2 MI NE CORTLAND






















VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.


































6 Ml N ST. ELMO













1/2 MI S HILLVIEW












3 1/2 W KANE













1/2 MI E HILLVIEW









































3 Ml NW PLYMOUTH







































2 Ml N CAVE-IN-ROCK







































125 AUGUSTA PLACE, SUITE C
PADUCAH, KY 42003
(502) 554-0804




2 Ml E CAVE-IN-ROCK






























1 Ml W BIGGSVILLE
LOCATION: SW17 10N4W











CLEVELAND QUARRY MC 31
E CLEVELAND







































4 Ml E HARDIN
























1 Ml S. GALENA































































































114 Ml S SCALE MOUND





3 Ml NW GALENA





1/2 MI N COUNCIL HILL





1 Ml W ELIZABETH





1 Ml E SCHAPVILLE

















1/2 Ml S APPLE RIVER

















3 Ml SE E. DUBUQUE
























3 Ml NW GALENA












VS Ml NW PLEASANT VALLEY






2257 260™ AVE., P.O. BOX 120




3 Ml S HANOVER







2257 260™ AVE., P.O. BOX 120




4 Ml S STOCKTON


























2Vt Ml NE BUNCOMBE





CONCO WESTERN STONE CO.
P.O. BOX 128















FOX RIVER STONE CO.





2 Ml SWS ELGIN















































VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.






7 Ml W KANKAKEE






VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.






2 1/2 Ml S MANTENO






VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.






4 Ml E MOMENCE


























114 Ml E LISBON





























V, Ml E TROY GROVE

























J4 Ml SW UTICA







248 MAPLE ST., P.O. BOX 295





2 Ml E LEE CENTER







SUB OF PRAIRIE MATERIALS SALES
12152 S. PLAINFIELD-NAPERVILLE RD.
















2Y2 MI SW STEWARD












1 Ml NW ASHTON






































































3 Ml E OCOYA












5 Ml S PONTIAC
CO HWY#10

















VALLEY VIEW INDUSTRIES, INC.

















INC. Mcdowell (hanley) quarry










VALLEY VIEW INDUSTRIES, INC.






1 Ml N PONTIAC, RT23






VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.














VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.



















ROCKY FORD YARD #10













COLCHESTER QUARRY CS 51
1 Ml W. COLCHESTER
LOCATION: NE 1 1 5N 4W


















BLUFF CITY MINERALS CO.
DIVISION OF MISSISSIPPI LIME CO.
4007 COLLEGE AVE., P.O. BOX 2247
ALTON, IL 62002










LIPPOLD CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.





ALBY (ALTON STONE) QUARRY
1 6™ &ALBY, ALTON






























2 1/2 Ml NE ATHENS

























2 Ml N NOKOMIS



















BENESH, STEVE, & SONS





5 Ml N OREGON













































ROCHELLE STONE & ASPHALT CO.
DIV. LEN TROVENO CONSTRUCTION CO.



























ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
5290 NIMTZ RD., P.O. BOX 2071




1 Ml NE OREGON













1/2 MI NW BYRON



















































3 Ml NW OREGON






























CALLENDER, V.H., CONSTRUCTION CO.















CALLENDER, V.H., CONSTRUCTION CO.





5 Ml SW VALLEY CITY






CALLENDER, V.H., CONSTRUCTION CO.
































CHAMBERSBURG (METZ) CS 47











FESLER FARM CS 40
3 Ml W BARRY







RT. 1 , BOX 236




FLORENCE QUARRY CS 33












LACEY & BAUER QUARRY
VIN FIZRD. 2 Ml W PEARL







R.R. 1, IL RT146





















1/2 MI NW PRAIRIE DU ROCHER














CHESTER QUARRY & MINE




































































2 1/2 MI NE COLUMBIA













% Ml SE DUPO






FALLING SPRINGS QUARRY CO.
SUB. CASPER-STOLLE QUARRY CO.





EAST ST. LOUIS QUARRY
FALLING SPRINGS











3 Ml SW GLASGOW



























ROCK CITY (BARKER) QUARRY
1 Ml SE ROCK CITY

























1 Ml E FREEPORT












3 Ml W PEARL CITY







































2 Ml E FREEPORT












54 Ml NW FREEPORT









































5 Ml E DAKOTA












2% Ml S PEARL CITY

























1 Ml S ORANGEVILLE















































































5 Ml S JONESBORO




























1 Ml NW ST. AUGUSTINE












3% Ml W MONMOUTH





















248 MAPLE ST., P.O. BOX 295





1 Ml SE EMERSON










R.R. 3, BOX 29A
MT. CARROLL, IL 61053
G,I,J,K,L,M
RACINE









R.R. 3, BOX 29A












R.R. 3, BOX 29A




4 1/2 MI WCOLETA

































ELMHURST - CHICAGO STONE CO.





4 1/2 Ml N ROMEOVILLE












3 Ml N ROMEOVILLE


























1 Ml S ROMEOVILLE















3 Ml NE PLAINFIELD






VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.




SUGAR RUN THROUGH FT. ATKINSON
JOLIET PLANT #340






VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.






1 Ml NE ROMEOVILLE






VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.






4 Ml N PLAINFIELD






VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.






1/2 MI E PLAINFIELD






VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.


















1 Ml E PECATONICA







































1/2 Ml N ROCKFORD





NORTHERN ILLINOIS SERVICES CO.

















2 Ml E PECATONICA












2 Ml S ROSCOE






ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
5290 NIMTZ RD., P.O. BOX 2071





1 Ml NW ROCKTON





ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
5290 NIMTZ RD., P. O. BOX 2071






2% Ml NW ROCKFORD





ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
5290 NIMTZ RD., P.O. BOX 2071




SHILOH QUARRY # 125
1 Ml E PECATONICA





ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
5290 NIMTZ RD., P.O. BOX 2071













ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
5290 NIMTZ RD., P.O. BOX 2071





5 Ml S ROCKFORD, BAXTER RD.








ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
5290 NIMTZ RD., P.O. BOX 2071





2 Ml NE LOVES PARK





ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
5290 NIMTZ RD., P.O. BOX 2071






2 1/2 Ml NE ROSCOE





ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
5290 NIMTZ RD., P.O. BOX 2071




MULFORD, C. QUARRY #139
3 Ml SE ROCKFORD





ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
5290 NIMTZ RD., P.O. BOX 2071





1 Ml S ROCKTON





ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL






6 Ml SE DURAND











2 Ml SW CHERRY VALLEY











INC. DURAND (HUFFORD) QUARRY
2V2 Ml W DURAND












2 Ml SW ROCKTON






WNNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
424 N. SPRINGFIELD AVE.













WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.





FISH HATCHERY ROAD PIT
4 Ml NE PECATONICA



















WOOD RIVER MANUFACTURING CO.
P.O. BOX 262













UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA
DIV. EASTERN REGION CHICAGO REF.









LONE STAR INDUSTRIES, INC.
2529 S. SPRIGG ST.
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO 63702
(573) 335-5591






































MACOUPIN INTERNATIONAL VERMICULITE CO.
117 1 ST & MOUND STS. GIRARD
GIRARD, IL 62640
(217)627-2193
REMARKS: INSULATION: CEMENT, BLOCK; Processing only
ZINC, primary
S.T CLAIR BIG RIVER ZINC
163 RT. 3 AND MONSANTO AVE. SAUGET




BUREAU THE NEW JERSEY ZINC CO.
011 THIRD ST. DEPUE
PALMERTON, PA 1 8071 (81 5) 447-21 55
PRODUCT: zinc
COOK ILLINOIS SMELTING & REFINING
031 3649 S. ALBANY ST. CHICAGO















township and range boundaries
county boundary
10 20 30 40 50
Figure 1. The site of each stone operation on the map
also has a site number These numbers are unique to
each county, and correspond to the last one or two digits
of the six-digit number given under the county name listed
with each site in the commodity section of this directory
The size of the site symbol is not related to the size of the
operation Closely spaced operations may be represented
by one site symbol, but all site numbers are given

Sand and Gravel Pits
in Illinois
1997
9 sand and gravel pits
/-57 interstate marker
— interstate highway
township and range boundanes
county boundary
JO 20 30 40 50
Figure 2. The site of each sand and gravel operation on
the map also has a site number These numbers are
unique to each county, and correspond to the last one or
two digits of the six-digit number given under the county
name listed with each site in the commodity section of this
directory The size of the site symbol is not related to the
size of the operation Closely spaced operations may be
represented by one site symbol, but all site numbers are
given



















10 20 30 40 50 miles
Figure 3. The site of each clay, peat, tripoli. and industrial
sand operation on the map also has a site number. These
numbers are unique to each county, and correspond to the
last one or two digits of the six-digit number given under
the county name listed with each site in the commodity
section of this directory. The size of the site symbol is not
related to the size of the operation. Closely spaced
operations may be represented by one site symbol, but all
site numbers are given.
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